LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST – EXPANSION PACK 1
6 optional (4 female, 2 either gender) Optional players may be played in any combination.
Your pre-game website is http://yourmysteryparty.com/doommansion

SUSPECT

BRIEF BIO

Miss Peach

Miss Peach is the reigning Miss Rodeo America for
two years in a row! This rodeo queen has the
ultimate roping skills and she’s beautiful and clever to
boot! Miss Peach is known for her crazy sense of
humor, as she spews hilarious jokes!
Dr. Gloria Golden is one of the most brilliant forensic
chemists in the nation and is the younger sister of
Jade. This friendly chemist is known to be a tad too
talkative at times. It’s probably because she doesn’t
leave the lab much!
Don’t even bother buying a hairstyle magazine,
because if you sit in Ms. Burgundy’s styling chair,
you’re going to get the one and only cut-and-style
she knows! Her signature style is outdated by twenty
years, and all of her clients look identical when they
leave the salon. Nevertheless, she doesn’t care!
Ms. Orange is the no-nonsense school teacher at the
Gothic City elementary school. She teaches a strict
curriculum in her kindergarten class and doesn’t put
up with a shred of nonsense in the classroom - or
out!

Miss Rodeo America

Optional female

Dr. Golden
Chemist

Optional female

Miss
Burgundy
Hair Stylist

Optional female

Ms. Orange
Teacher

Optional female

Sergeant
COBALT
Police Officer

Optional either
gender

Sensei Silver
Ninja for Hire

Optional either
gender
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You would never guess such a meager selfquestioning officer could climb the ladder into such a
high-ranking position with the police force! Sergeant
Cobalt is a kind hearted cop, but with a self-esteem
approaching absolute zero!

Sensei Silver is a mysterious ninja for hire. All
anybody knows about Sensei Silver is that the ninja
is available for hire for anything that you’d need a
ninja to do!

SUGGESTED ATTIRE
A western costume. A
lasso as an optional prop.
A lab coat or medical
scrubs. Any fake science
equipment (i.e. beakers,
test tubes, pipettes) as
optional props.
Trendy and fashionable
outfit. Hair in an
outrageous style. Comb
and styling cape as
optional props.

Conservative long dress.
An apple and a ruler as
optional props.

Police uniform. Toy (fake)
gun as a prop.

Ninja costume.

